Mykonos
Agrari Beach
Ref GLI135
• 4 BEDROOMS
• 5 BATHROOMS
• PRIVATE SWIMMING POOL WITH SPA
• PANORAMIC SEA VIEWS

This charming 4 bedroom property finds space in one of the
most characteristic and nature-immersed areas of Mykonos,
where the hills of Agrari gracefully descend into the waters of
the Aegean sea on the southern side of the island. The
property enjoys a privileged and private location with direct
views over Agrari Beach and the island of Naxos while being
within easy reach of the beach itself.
Views and nature are both present in the outdoor area of the
villa where a large live rock plays a central role in the front
terrace. The stylish bean-shaped pool enjoys a panoramic
position and provides the soothing experience of a built-in spa
positioned in a “front row” position overlooking the sea. Two
distinct pergolas each provide shade for both lounging and
dining options appointed with cosy cushions and summer
furniture.
The property is divided amongst two separate units each with
their own living spaces and accommodations. The main house
is mainly developed on one level, the entrance one, where the
airy living room, a charming kitchen, the master bedroom and
a guest bedroom – both en-suite – find their respective spaces
and boast a very unique décor combining wood-based
furnishing with the traditional traits of Cycladic architecture. A
guest suite is also part of this main unit but enjoys great
privacy and splendid sea views thanks to it detached and
elevated lateral position above the main house.
The house benefits from full air condition except the lower
guest house bedroom, Wi Fi, satellite TV as well as a B&W
sound system.
It is just 900 metres from the popular Agrari beach, 7km from
Mykonos Town, 5km from the airport and the nearest shop is
4km away.

• 900 METRES FROM AGRARI BEACH

